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Our Pillars
COMMUNICATION

ADVOCACY

GROWTH

CAPACITY

Communicate regularly and
effectively with the creative sector,
municipality and broader
community the importance of a
vibrant, supported creative sector
and our organizations role, while
ensuring transparency.

Strengthen, support and develop
our local creative sector through
research, professional
development and the
establishment of a sustainable
creative sector funding program.
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Advocate the importance of the
creative sector and North Bay,
Nipissing based artists,
organizations, collectives and
groups on a local, provincial and
federal level.

Strengthen and develop our
organizational capacity through
research, development,
collaboration, connections and
establish sustainable, diversified
funding.

Equity Workshop
led by Maurice Switzer

Creative Industries developed a 5-year Action Plan that launched late fall 2019. It is
derived from our 2018 Strategic Plan and a public survey that identifies the
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats facing our creative community.
Throughout this process we identified the need to ensure this action plan integrated
and spoke to equity and diverse needs, lived experiences and cultures within our
community. To start this journey our board attended a day-long equity workshop led
by indigenous elder and educator Maurice Switzer. This workshop helped to identify
our organizations Equity Statement and integrate equity based practices into our
objectives and actions throughout our 5-Year Action Plan.

Equity Statement
Creative Industries has identified the need to develop an Equity Initiative.
We envision a creative community in North Bay, Nipissing that cultivates
inclusion of people in the creative sector of all backgrounds and lived
experiences. This includes peoples of all ability, language, race, creed,
sexual orientation, gender, age and socio-economic status.
Creative Industries will create and advocate for safe spaces for artistic
expression and creative opportunities, and seek to prioritize inclusiveness,
transparency and accessibility in accordance with the provisions of the
Ontario Human Rights Code and the United Nations Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP).
These principles and values are integrated and reflected within our Action
Plan. This is an evolving and thoughtful process that includes ongoing
listening, communication and collaboration to support the varied needs of
a diversity of artists and arts organizations in our community to the best of
our ability.
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PANDEMIC

affects of COVID-19 on our creative sector
COVID-19 has put smaller/medium sized creative sector communities at-risk of full
collapse. The creative sectors were the first to close and will be the last to fully
reopen, with musicians, theatre, festivals and galleries among the hardest hit. We
found that most relief/recovery programs provide opportunities aimed at largerbased orgs. with operating budgets upward of 1million annual. Many of the funding
initiatives prioritize programming over capacity / administration, weighting on
smaller/medium-size creative orgs., an already weakened sector, with no tangle
leads to long-term financial sustainability.
While the above challenges could be stated globally, they are more hard-felt in
rural/northern based communities as available/accessible information and
resources are scarce (found more readily in larger city centers) and not relative or
scalable to the unique needs of communities like North Bay, Nipissing.
Throughout COVID-19, C.I. hosted several Creative Community Check-In’s to share
grant/relief information, provide updates on Fed./Prov. programs and advocacy
efforts. This also allowed insight into the health and needs of our creative
community folks/groups/orgs. and provided a space for folks to connect/reconnect,
share info/approaches and resources. From these check-ins and ongoing
communication, we know that many local creative sector folks are facing an
unknown future in terms of programming, market stability and audience/volunteer
retention all on top of precarious, insecure and fleeting funding that leaves everyone
at risk of collapse.
The pandemic has exposed the urgent need to develop sustainable financial
resources for our creative sector. There is a strong need to diversify funding,
develop new ways of working and build financial empowerment.
It’s C.I.’s mission & responsibility to strengthen, support and grow North Bay,
Nipissing’s creative sector. We cannot deliver this mission if there is no sector left to
support. We must adapt our way of working and look toward innovative,
collaborative and real actions that lead to long-term sector sustainability.
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Communication
Communicate regularly and effectively with the creative sector,
municipality and broader community the importance of a
vibrant, supported creative sector and our organizations role
while ensuring transparency
Creative City Crush

Newsletter

#CreativeCityCrush is an initiative that

Throughout 2020 we kept our creative
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community informed of granting and

sector individuals, groups, collectives

relief programs, government regulations

and organizations. It is a social media

and changes, provincial and regional

enterprise that profiles each member

creative sector updates.

while promoting their creative practice.

We also showcased our local creatives

In 2020 we highlighted 25 individuals,

and programs that pivoted to digital

groups, organizations in North Bay,

platforms: online workshops, live-

Nipissing's creative sector

streamed concerts, zoom open studios &
poetry readings, digital zines and gallery

We also introduced #FactFriday where

exhibitions.

we share sector facts, statistics, research
and artist fee schedules to educate and
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impact and appropriate pay structures.
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668
newsletter
reads

239

subscribers

#CREATIVECITYCRUSH

Patrick Gilbert

Kelsey Ruhl

Studio Nude Beach

Cory Marks

Minor Hockey Curatorial Collective
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Vanessa Tignanelli

#FACTFRIDAY
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Advocacy

Advocate the importance of the creative sector and North Bay,
Nipissing's individual creative artists, organizations and groups
on a local, provincial and federal level.
Advocate & Educate
Throughout 2020, Creative Industries advocated for the needs of artists, collectives and
creative sector organizations on a regional, provincial and federal levels through zoom,
emails, open forums and speaking directly to appointed political officials and funding
bodies. We advocated the need for long-term sustainable funding for the creative sector
and working artists; the gaps our sector experienced in COVID-19 based relief and grant
programs; advised funding bodies on best and impactful ways forward and did our best
to ensure North Bay, Nipissing's creative sector had a voice. To the best of our ability, we
shared information and insight with our creative community through newsletters,
creative community check-ins and social media platforms.
In the summer we partnered with the Near North Mobile Media Lab to facilitate a 2-part
workshop around equity in the arts led by Justine Gogoua, Dawn Lamothe and Cindy
Karugia

Collaboration & Synergy
Though 2020 saw the majority of all creative and community programming come to a
halt, we still made efforts to collaborate, strengthen and create new relationships and
links between the arts and other sectors. Notably, Creative Industries worked alongside
Downtown North Bay, Rev. Development and Rotary North Bay to see multiple new
Public Art projects come to fruition in our downtown. Late 2020 we worked in
collaboration with The Business Centre Nipissing Parry Sound, Yes Employment,
Downtown North & Tourism North Bay to submit a grant proposal to Digital Main Street
to develop a downtown / waterfront audio tour. Continuing to build new relationships
has identified arts-champions and advocates in both the arts and non-arts sectors that
helped support new projects, partnerships and connections that will help restore and
rebuild a stronger community culture.
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Public Art Advisory Committee
Throughout 2020 PAAC worked hard to continue the development of the City of North
Bay's Public Art Policy. The Committee worked alongside City staff across multiple
departments and looks forward to bringing a first draft to council in 2021.
2020 saw PAAC successfully advocate for long-term funding for Public Art, with the City
allocating an annual budget of $15,000 towards the advancement of public art
throughout the City of North Bay. Creative Industries looks forward to this continued
partnership and the success of Public Art throughout our community.

PARNTERSHIPS &
INITIATIVES

Rev Development Project - Artist Bridgette Perron

Traffic Box Project - Artist Maddy Young

Mural extension - Artist Aura

Growth
Strengthen, support and develop our local creative sector

through research, professional development and the
establishment of a sustainable creative sector funding program.
Research & Sector Growth
Creative Industries biggest organizational long-term goal is to develop a sustainable
creative sector micro-granting program. We have continued our research into
established granting programs. While we continue to work towards this goal to realize a
micro-granting program for the North Bay, Nipissing creative sector, we are also aware of
the need to secure sustainable financing to fund this program. With this in mind,
Creative Industries has secured a partnership with the North Bay Community
Foundation and is looking toward building an endowment fund that will secure longterm, consistent and sustainable funding. More research and partnerships are needed
and we are currently exploring avenues to make this organizational goal a reality.

The Creative Sectors overall economic impact has been a point of research throughout
Creative Industries mandate. With the onset of COVID-19, the need to accurately
account for and measure arts and cultures contribution to a communities economic
well-being has become more apparent. We continue to research economic evaluation
practices of other communities, art service organizations and non-arts based
organizations to better our understanding of capturing and measuring local data sets.
We have identified several grant opportunities to fund this research in hopes we can
develop better practices, toolkits and assistance to better measure our sectors impacts
on our local economy.

Professional Development
Creative Industries secured a partnership in 2019 with the Toronto based organization
WorkInCulture who facilitated in 2020 a 2-day Strategic Planning intensive workshop
led by field experts. This workshop occurred Feb. 19th - 20th at the North Bay Museum
and was free for all registered. This workshop covered the tools and resources needed
to build an in-house strategic plan without the need for expensive outside consultants.
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Capacity

Strengthen and develop our organizational capacity through
research, development, connections and establish sustainable
diversified funding.
Membership Structure
We launched a new Creative Industries membership campaign including new tiers and
video. $25 memberships are now available to purchase online through our website.

The Advocate

The Creative

For advocates, supports and patrons of

For individuals in the creative sector. You

our creative sector. You show up and we

my friend are an artist, a maker, an

see you. You are a strong believer in

influencer, a do'er, a mover and shaker.

supporting a creative community and

You make this city come alive. You make

know that a vibrant city is one worth

this city grow. You make this city a

living in.

community.

The Organization / Collective

The Donation

For creative sector orgs., collectives,

For all those with capacity to donate.

groups and/or business. You are a team

Your donation will provide our org.

putting in the work, time, planning, sweat

additional support while also ensuring

(and sometimes tears) that captivates,

anyone who does not have the means to

educates, demonstrates and fosters a

purchase a membership can join. You are

strong creative community.

building a stronger, more sustainable
creative community.

Diversified Funding
Our organizations conducts ongoing research to identify available funding streams both
provincial & federal that could provide programming, research and sector growth
opportunities to our creative sector and to build / maintain overall organizational
capacity. 2020 brought a successful fundraising event held in February 'Pretty Fly' at the
Raven & Republic. Additional dollars were secured through content creation for Tourism
North Bay and hosting a grant writing workshop for Nipissing University Fine Art Dept.
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Organizational Capacity
Unfortunately, COVID-19 saw the loss of funding to maintain an Intern. With that, our
Executive Director has been working solo to maintain and build Creative Industries
organization practices and programs. With the majority of funding bodies only funding
programs and not organizational capacity, identify dollars to maintain day-to-day needs
and strengthen organizational structures is always difficult. Creative Industries
continues to work towards capacity and employee sustainability.
$101k

$20k

unsuccessful

successful

$65k

$186K
grants written

pending results

Requested Grant Dollars
Unsuccessful grants in 2020: Ontario Arts Council (OAC) 'Northern Arts Grant' $15k to
host a creative summit in Sept. 2021 exploring distance - examining transformation and
accessibility within Northern Ontario's creative sector; Canada Council for the Arts (CCA)
'Sector Development & Innovation' $39K to host creative summit as described above;
Ontario Trillium Foundation (OTF) 'Seed Grant' $47K to research current creative sector
evaluation practices, challenges, gaps and best practices.
Successful in 2020 : Digital Main Street 'Future Proof' $20k to develop a self-guided
audio tour for North Bay's downtown and waterfront;
Results pending for 2021: OAC 'Organizational Response Initiative' (COVID specific
funding) $15k to research & develop shared digital content streaming structure; OAC
'Partnership Response Initiative' (COVID specific funding) $30K to develop toolkit
outlining new ways to create pathway to sustainability in partnership with NBACF; OTF
'Resilient Communities Fund' (COVID specific funding) $20k to upgrade
computer/software technology and upgrade website for online program delivery.
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Looking Forward

Continue to support, connect and promote the creative sector
to foster a progressive, prosperous community to realize our
vision: every community member sees the creative sector as a
vital part of North Bay, Nipissing's identity and prosperity.
Upcoming
With additional grant results now in, we have successfully leveraging the City of North
Bay's contribution of $50,000 we have secured a total of $72,000 in grants for 2021 with
$33,632 additional pending grant dollars.
Unfortunately, COVID-19 saw the loss of that revenue and our intern. We will be working
towards securing an NOHFC Intern for 2021, however, with the recent changes to the
NOHFC programs we will no longer be eligible for the 2-year program. With that in mind,
we will be looking to secure long-term, ongoing capacity dollars in hopes to build the
capacity of our organization to meet the needs of our community.

Bigger Picture
Execute any and all programs/initiatives with successful funding results from pending
grants
Work in advisory capacity with committees and organizations creating programs &
initiatives that abide by COVID19 safety protocols
Continue to work with the PAAC to complete and see the approval of the first Public
Art Policy for the City of North Bay
Continue improvements on our website to ensure best communication, transparency
practices and expand our online offerings
Continue to explore revenue, funding, capacity growth & partnership opportunities
for our sector & organization throughout 2021
Continue to advocate for our local creative sector, gaps in funding relief programs
and the need to secure long-term, sustainable funding for our creative sector to all
levels of government and funding bodies.

2021 Grant Project Overview

Ontario Arts Council - Partnership Response Initiative $24k
Creating Pathways to Sustainability
The negative ripple effect of COVID-19 will be difficult if not impossible to recover from
without the development of financially sustainable funding for creative sectors in
small/medium sized communities. We have partnered with the North Bay Community
Foundation to develop an innovative partnership and new framework of funding and aim
to establish an endowment fund held by the NBACF, administered by C.I. We will develop
an open-source toolkit and associated documents that outline the research/framework to
create a sustainable funding structure that can be duplicated in other communities.

Ontario Arts Council - Organizational Response Initiative $12k
Shared Digital Platform
Purchase new computer and online software for our organization to meet the demand
and need for remote and online working structures. We will also research & develop a
shared digital-content streaming structure made accessible for our local creative sector
orgs/ collectives/ groups/ initiatives within North Bay, Nipissing. This funding will allow
C.I. to better support our regional creative sector in their ability to pivot and reimagine
digital programming.

Digital Main Street - Future Proof $20k (launching late 2021)
It Happened Downtown
Develop an interactive audio tour of North Bay’s downtown and waterfront in
collaboration with Nipissing Parry Sound Business Centre, Yes Employment, Tourism
North Bay and Downtown North Bay. The audio tour will provide a ‘COVID-19’ safe
environment for folks to rediscover North Bay’s beautiful downtown through positive
community lead story-telling and history. The ability to make the downtown ‘come alive’
will be made possible with the app ‘Driftscape’ that utilizes geocaching and smartphone
technology to bring storytelling to life as listeners walk by specific locations.
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2021 Grant Project Overview Con't

Canada Council for the Arts - Digital Strategies Grant $50k
The Canadian Collective and Project Arts Database Research Framework will conduct a
year-long national consultation project towards developing an online tool for professional
development, shared administrative services, and data collection serving small, project
bases, collective, and/or unincorporated arts groups underserved and represented
through existing services. Working with a team of three outreach/research coordinators
across Canada the project will focus on arts groups in remote and rural areas through
small-cities, in the visual, media, performing, and interdisciplinary arts sectors.

Ontario Trillium Fund - Resilient Communities Fund $21,100 (pending)
Re-Imagine Delivery of Programs
Purchase new computers and online software for our organization to meet the demand
and need for remote and online working structures. This grant will also allow C.I. to
upgrade their website to build the needed infrastructure to ensure our orgs. ability to
deliver our mission, meet the demand for services, re-establish revenue generation and
support long-term virtual communication, engagement, advocacy and sector growth in
our region.

Canada Healthy Communities Initiative $33,632 (pending)
Downtown Waterfront Murals
A collaborative cross-organization and community effort made possible through a
partnership with Downtown NB and The City of North Bay to create new public art
throughout our downtown and waterfront spaces including a digital public art map to
promote outdoor, self-guided interactions and the creation of 5 new public pieces.
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